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Changes in the global economy and within Africa are driving new responses from the donor community to meet the continent's evolving challenges. New actors, a glut of private capital, and concerns over value-for-money have created demands for better ways to deliver assistance and non-aid policies that are supportive of development. Todd will lay out some of these dominant trends and give his views on what's coming next.

Todd Moss is vice president for programs and senior fellow at the Center for Global Development. His work focuses on U.S.-Africa relations and financial issues facing sub-Saharan Africa, including policies that affect private capital flows, debt, and aid. Todd served at the U.S. Department of State from 2007-2008 while on leave from CGD. Prior to joining the Center in 2003, he worked at the World Bank, the London School of Economics (LSE), and the Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU). Todd is also an Adjunct Professor at Georgetown University and the author of numerous articles and books, including African Development: Making Sense of the Issues and Actors (Lynne Rienner, 2007, 2nd edition forthcoming 2011).

This Seminar is hosted by the Development Policy Centre and the Crawford School.